Famille Perrin Châteauneuf du Pape - Les
Sinards 2016
The other Châteauneuf of the family! For the most part Les Sinards is
made from the young vines at Beaucastel and a neighboring vineyard
we farm. Mostly Grenache, this is a classic Châteauneuf du Pape.

THE VINTAGE

The 2016 vintage in the Southern Rhone valley is exceptional, both in terms of
quality and quantity, thanks to idyllic weather conditions that protected the
region from climatic accidents throughout the whole year.
DESCRIPTION

The Family’s other Châteauneuf! Les Sinards comes from the young vines at
Beaucastel and from a neighboring vineyard that we farm.
SITUATION

Wine made from the young vines at Beaucastel, a vineyard that we farm just
to the west of Beaucastel.
TERROIR

Molasse seabed of the Miocene period covered by diluvial alpine deposits
(pebbles).
PROCESS

Partly vinified like in Beaucastel and partly vinified in the traditional way after
destemming. 100% Foudres for a year. Bottled after fining and light filtration.
VARIETALS

Grenache, Mourvèdre, Syrah
TASTING NOTES

Intense red color with violet undertones. On the nose, it offers an intense
bouquet of red and black fruit, sweet spices, noble wood and some mineral
notes. The palate is balanced between freshness and softness with fine and
elegant tannins and a very long finish.
SERVING TIPS

15°C in big glasses. Drink with game, truffles and mushrooms.
REVIEWS AND AWARDS
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Guide Bettane et Desseauve des vins de France, 03/09/2018

"Châteauneuf is a tricky style of wine to buy because so many
are disappointing, because good grapes cost more than this!
Les Sinards is however, worth every penny!"
Daily Mail, 23/06/2018
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La ferrière, Route de Jonquières, 84100 Orange
Tel. 33 (0) 4 90 11 12 00 - Fax 33 (0) 4 90 11 12 19 - perrin@familleperrin.com
familleperrin.com - facebook.com/beaucastel - twitter.com/#!/beaucastel
L’ABUS D’ALCOOL EST DANGEREUX POUR LA SANTÉ. À CONSOMMER AVEC MODÉRATION.
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